
CINEMATIC
VIDEOGRAPHY 

Movie-like wedding films that encompass all of the

best moments from throughout your big day. 

PHOTOGRAPHY 
Highly customizable photography that fits your  

style and taste. 

STOR IESANDST I LLS .COM  



CINEMATIC STYLE 
Stories and Stills specializes in 

highlight videos that contain the 

best moments and special audio 

from your wedding day, all 

presented in a movie-like, cinematic 

form. 

ROBB UNDERWOOD 
OWNER/ARTIST 

Visit StoriesandStills.com for more info.  

(803) 474-0508 

Robb@StoriesandStills.com 

CUSTOMIZABLE 
VIDEOS 
My videos are not one size fits all.  I 

listen to your vision for the day and 

create a film that truly fits your 

personality. 

100% CUSTOMER 
SATISFACTION 
The best part of our job is hearing

how much our customers love what

we produce.  2018 + 2019

WeddingWire Couples' Choice

Award Winners. 



Individual Videography Items 

Wedding Movie #1  
Cinematic highlight video encompassing your entire day set to 

music with bits of special audio.  6 hours of included filming, up

to 10 minutes in total length, and drone footage included. 

$1595 

Wedding Movie #2  
Extended length cinematic highlight video with added filming 

time and longer movie duration.  7 hours of included filming, up 

to 16 minutes in total length, and more special audio included. 

$1895 

Full Ceremony  
Complete and edited ceremony video with all audio and 2 

camera angles. 

$399 

Getting Ready  
All the edited footage from your time getting ready, including 

the moments and audio that didn't make the wedding movie. 

$249 

Reception  
All the edited footage from your reception, including the 

moments and audio that didn't make the wedding movie. 

$249 

Bloopers  
A gag reel of all the funniest, unscripted moments from 

throughout the day. 

$199 

Save the Date*  
A fun way to announce your big day to your friends and family. 

$199 

Rehearsal Dinner  
A highlight video of the best moments and toasts from the 

rehearsal dinner.  Includes up to three hours of filming time. 

$699 

Popular 



Videography Packages 

Package #1  

Cinematic highlight video encompassing your entire day set to 

music with bits of special audio.  6 hours of included filming, 

up to 10 minutes in total length, and drone footage included. 

$200 Off! $1795 

Wedding Movie #1 

Complete and edited ceremony video with all audio and two 

camera angles. 

Full Ceremony 

Package #2  

Extended length cinematic highlight video with added filming 

time and longer movie duration.  7 hours of included filming, up

to 16 minutes in total length, and more special audio included. 

Popular 

$500 Off! $2295 

Wedding Movie #2 

Complete and edited ceremony video with all audio and two 

camera angles. 

Full Ceremony 

All the edited footage from your time getting ready, including 

the moments and audio that didn't make the wedding movie. 

Getting Ready 

All the edited footage from your reception, including the 

moments and audio that didn't make the wedding movie. 

Reception 



Videography Packages 

Package #3  

Extended length cinematic highlight video with added filming 

time and longer movie duration.  7 hours of included filming, up 

to 16 minutes in total length, and more special audio included. 

$500 Off! $2695 

Wedding Movie #2 

Complete and edited ceremony video with all audio and two 

camera angles. 

Full Ceremony 

All the edited footage from your time getting ready, including 

the moments and audio that didn't make the wedding movie. 

Getting Ready 

All the edited footage from your reception, including the 

moments and audio that didn't make the wedding movie. 

Reception 

A gag reel of all the funniest, unscripted moments from 

throughout the day. 

Bloopers 

A fun way to announce your big day to your friends and family. 

Save the Date* 



Photography Packages 

Package #1  $1595 

Two Stories and Stills photographers for your big day. 

Two Photographers 

Package #2  

Popular 

$2095 

Digital download of all images from the wedding day. 

All Images Provided 

Seven hours of photography provided by both photographers. 

Seven Hours of Included Coverage 

Up to twenty images enhanced of client choice. 

Twenty Images Enhanced 

Two Stories and Stills photographers for your big day. 

Two Photographers 

Digital download of all images from the wedding day. 

All Images Provided 

Eight hours of photography provided by both photographers. 

Eight Hours of Included Coverage 

Up to twenty-five images enhanced of client choice. 

Twenty-Five Images Enhanced 

One hour session and ten images enhanced of client choice. 

Bridal Portrait Session* 

All enhanced images in a lay-flat, high quality photo book. 

Wedding Photo Book 



Photography Packages 

Package #3 $2495 

Two Stories and Stills photographers for your big day. 

Two Photographers 

Digital download of all images from the wedding day. 

All Images Provided 

Eight hours of photography provided by both photographers. 

Eight Hours of Included Coverage 

Up to thirty images enhanced of client choice. 

Thirty Images Enhanced 

One hour session and ten images enhanced of client choice. 

Bridal Portrait Session* 

All enhanced images in a lay-flat, high quality photo book. 

Wedding Photo Book 

45 minute session and ten images enhanced of client choice. 

Engagement Session* 

16 x 20 canvas or print of client choice to display at reception. 

Large Canvas or Print 


